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Inter liner gloss
COP copula
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FOR formal
INT interrogator
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BEA beatifying
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NEG negative polarity realised by a morpheme
NI particle 'ni'
NO Nominal linking maker "no"
O particle 'o'
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gu (ぐ){グ}
zu (ず){ズ}
zu (づ){ヅ}
bu (ぶ){ブ}
pu (ぷ){プ}
kyu (きゅ){キュ}
shu (しゅ){シュ}
chu (ちゅ){チュ}
nyu (にゅ){ニュ}
hyu (ひゅ){ヒュ}
myu(みゅ){ミュ}
ryu(りゅ){リュ}
gyu (ぎゅ){ギュ}
ju (じゅ){ジュ}
byu (びゅ){ビュ}
pyu (ぴゅ){ピュ}

ge (げ){ゲ}
ze (ぜ){ゼ}
de (で){デ}
be (べ){ベ}
pe (ぺ){ペ}

go (ご){ゴ}
zo (ぞ){ゾ}
do (ど){ド}
bo (ぼ){ボ}
po (ぽ){ポ}
kyo (きょ){キョ}
sho (しょ){ショ}
cho (ちょ){チョ}
nyo (にょ){ニョ}
hyo (ひょ){ヒョ}
myo (みょ){ミョ}
ryo(りょ){リョ}
gyo (ぎょ){ギョ}
jo (じょ){ジョ}
byo (びょ){ビョ}
pyo (ぴょ){ピョ}

uu (うう){ウー}

ee (ええ{エー}

oo (おう){オー}

re (れ){レ}

o (お){オ}
ko (こ){コ}
so (そ){ソ}
to (と) {ト}
no (の){ノ}
ho (ほ){ホ}
mo(も){モ}
yo (よ){ヨ}
ro (ろ){ロ}

txi (てぃ)｛ティ｝

long vowels
aa (ああ){アー}

ii (いい){イー}

grammatical particles
wa (は)
ga (が)

ni (に)

de (で)

xii

e(へ)

o (を)

Abstract
This study is concerned with how tenor relations impact on the language of the
workplace, particularly as the workplace is typically organised hierarchically (Iedema,
1995) and is concerned with getting things done. In other words, the workplace is about
administrative practices of guidance, surveillance and compliance (Iedema, 1995). In
most cases, these social acts of guidance, surveillance and compliance are realised by
discursive practices or workplace genres. Specifically, this study investigates the
discursive practices of compliance, known as Directives, with a view to understanding
the effect tenor relations have on the language choices of workers in Japan and
Australia. The effect is described by using the tools of systemic functional grammar,
particularly from the perspective of the interpersonal metafunction. The two corpora
are analysed from ‘around’ (the lexicogrammar) and from ‘above’, (the semantics).
The results show that, while the language and meanings of Directives in both
languages are highly sensitive to tenor relations, the nature of this sensitivity differs. In
general terms, in the workplace, it seems that the Japanese language is more
interpersonally oriented, while English is less so, with a tendency to be rather more
ideationally oriented. The results go some way to supplying linguistic evidence for the
claim that Japanese society in general is hierarchical (Nakane, 1970), while Australian
society is less so.
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